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WINTER
WHISPERER
2021!

NEW Landsports
Complex

THATS RIGHT… The Superior Tennis
Courts are gone and there is a new
multi-sports complex! With beautiful new
courts, this area will host a brand new
BASKETBALL court, a brand new
TENNIS/PICKLEBALL court, and finally a
brand new DODGEBALL/SOCCER/
HANDBALL court. This area is perfect for
those section wide programs, rest hour
pick up games and an incredible
addition to Landsports. WE NEED AN
EPIC NAME FOR AN EPIC AREA. Send
us your ideas to
sammy@campwhitepine.com

Instagr
am

NAMING CONTESTS

AMPITHEATRE
We have now installed beautiful new seating
and a brand new stage at our gorgeous
outdoor amphitheatre. A place to hold
outdoor plays, talent shows, “Jamming for
Jacob” and so much more! All we need is
an amazing name to go along with it. Send
us your ideas to
sammy@campwhitepine.com
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Our Top Musical Songs for the Dining Hall
Singing and dancing in the dining hall is something that the we look forward to year round.
Our most memorable music lunches are those when broadway soundtracks are being played.
Here is a list of our favourite musical songs that we cannot wait to hear this summer:
10. 21 Guns - American Idiot
9. You’re Welcome - Moana
8. Take Me or Leave Me - Rent
7. Revolting Children - Matilda
6. Shallow - A Star is Born
5. Dancing Queen - Mama Mia
4. You Can’t Stop the Beat - Hairspray
3. Waving Through a Window - Dear Evan Hansen
2. Breaking Free - High School Musical
1. From Now On - The Greatest Showman

See you at camp in 2021!

Marci Graff & Sloane Feldberg
We’re Pumped for Staff!
Mac Beallor & Emma Kalles

Hey CWP! We are Mac and Emma, and we can’t wait to be on staff this summer! We have been
fortunate enough to spend every summer at White Pine, and we can't wait for more! One thing we
love about camp is that every summer comes with new friendships and memories that will last a
lifetime. Whether we're belting Country Roads every Sunday, showering under that specific corner
of the Pinetages (you know the one), hiding in the kiwi/koala meal line knowing very well that we've
surpassed that age, or mosh pitting in the dining hall feeling the planks of wood shake beneath our
feet - we’re always having the best time. Being away from camp last summer has truly shown us the
beauty of this place and the impact it has had on us.
Not only are we excited to reunite with our White Pine family, but also, as 1st/2nd year staff, we
can't wait to…
Make memories with our new friends
Chant "One more song!" not caring about a shortened rest hour
Make the most of every day
And finally, being able to legally line up in the kiwi/koala line
The countdown has begun…. See you all in 168 days!!!!!
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Zack Levy - “What I missed most in 2020”
I know that 2020 has been an absolute dumpster fire but we all are looking forward to
an amazing 2021. With that being said, missing summer 2020 was a heartbreaking part
of this past year. Here’s a list of the top things I missed the most in summer 2020!

Sunday Night Sing Song
There really is nothing like sitting on the sand at swim next to your entire cabin
and jamming out to the classics like “Sweet Caroline” or “Summer of 69”. The
virtual sing songs were a close second but I’m sure we're all looking forward
to hearing Dana on the loud mic in summer 2021.

The Midnight Special

It’s approaching “midnight” and all of the campers are sound asleep in their beds.
Suddenly music comes on over the camp speakers and the TVs burst into your cabin
chanting “Midnight Special,” and the party has begun. You make your way to where they
are doing the hilarious break and watch with your cabin. Then it's time for all the games,
food, and dancing. This is one event I can’t wait to take part in again this summer.

The All Day

This is arguably the best day of the entire summer. There is no competition more fierce than the allday. No one has ever escaped this day with their voice still intact from all the team cheers and the
yelling to support your teammates. The Fire on the beach is an especially amazing moment, watching
in anticipation while screaming, “burn baby burn” to see whose rope will burn first. Seeing your team
captains run out of the curtains to be announced the winners is one of the best feelings in the world
and summer 2021 will deliver on 2 years worth of All-Days I’m sure.

Camp Plays

There's nothing like the day of a camp play. The announcement in the Dining Hall is always an
amazing spectacle. Waiting at your emergency procedure locations with your caramel apple
lollipop just waiting to be opened when you sit down in the Pinetages. Every section always
does an incredible job and I can’t wait to see what’s in store for this summer.

Canoe Trip
I can already hear many of the kids reading this groaning, but canoe trips are one of the best things
that CWP has to offer. Getting away from absolutely everything for a couple of nights and just living
in complete nature is a great experience that is always one of the stand out memories of every
summer. Also, who doesn’t love a good trippers breakfast? I personally can’t wait to get out there
and be on a canoe trip in 2021.

Puddle Jumping on Rainy Days

“It’s never raining at White Pine when there’s sunshine in our hearts”, a classic saying we have
all heard time and time again. When a rainy day comes around you really can tell that this
saying is true. A rainy day consists of everyone putting on a bathing suit and a raincoat, or just
the bathing suit if you're brave, and jumping around in every puddle in camp. We all get a little
muddy but there's the natural shower off of the Pinetages roof that is the perfect spot to clean off
in. 2021 will hopefully be filled with mostly sunshine, but we know that at CWP we can always
make the absolute best of a rainy day.
I can’t wait to see you for these moments in 2021! - Zack Levy
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Landsports + Tennis got a
MAKEOVER for Summer 2021!
After having a lockout season due to Covid19, we are back with our Summer 2021 Season at
Landsports! Thanks to Commissioner Adam Kronick we have made some big upgrades to landsports
with a brand new floor and paint job on the basketball court and a brand new Sports complex
down at the old lower tennis courts. Do you like Jerseys? The Landsports Staff have planned some
amazing challenges with the winner of each challenge getting an amazing prize! Want to be in the
next trick-shot video? Better start practicing now, we are looking to show your talent in the next
video. Want to get better at basketball while at camp? Do you want to workout like a Pro B-ball
Player? Then join White Pine Mentality with Head of Landsports Johnathan Stowe this summer. So
many fun things to do this summer at Landsports, this is only a little preview of what is in store for
the Summer. Pack your bags and your Water Bottle and see you at Summer Training Camp!

Johnathan Stowe - Head of Landsports

DODGEBALL/
HANDBALL/SOCCER

NEW B-BALL

NEW TENNIS
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And now for some

GOOD NEWS!
• It’s been an exciting pandemic for former Koala section head BLAIR FARBSTEIN! She got engaged, got
married and is now practicing dentistry! If you are looking for a new dentist she is taking new patients!
Check out platinumdentalcare.ca for her office in Lawrence Plaza, or www.larrylernerdental.com for
appointments in Thornhill!
• Blue Dolphin camper LEXIE ZEITZ started Lexie’s Layers of Love and raised over $3,000 For
Ve’ahavta! You can find her on insta @lexieslayersoflove
• CWP Alum STEVE BLACKMAN is the writer/creator of Netflix’s hit show The Umbrella Academy! He is
hard at work on Season 3!
• Former head of Video DEVIN CLARKE is the director of horror flick Tear Us Apart that has been
released on several different streaming platforms, after winning a slew of film festival awards. In
Canada you can catch it on Rogers, Telus, Shaw and Cogeco, and in the US on Amazon Prime,
FandangoNOW and Vimeo.
• Program Director JOSH BAILEY starred in Extracurricular, directed by video genius RAY XUE. You can
catch it on Amazon, AppleTV and Google Play.
• Camper HANNAH LEVINSON is starring in Apple TV+ hit show Ghostwriter, winner of the Daytime
Emmy award for Outstanding Children or Family Viewing Program!
• CWP Alum PHILIP EPSTEIN was named a Member of the Order of Canada for his leadership in
Canadian law.
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Outdoor Rec is bringing the HEAT this summer
with an outdoor wood-burning pizza oven!
Build your own pizza with your cabin!
Between trippers breakfast and the pizza
oven, O’Rec is quickly becoming the tastiest
activity in camp!!!!
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SHOP CWP!
We are so happy to support small businesses in the CWP Community! Please find
our entire list at www.campwhitepine.com/shopcwp
Businesses are linked in their purple name, click to learn more about each business!
To have your info added to the list, please email us at info@campwhitepine.com
EDUCATION AND LEARNING
Rooks to Cooks CWP Alum Shai Mandel’s school offers online and in-person cooking camps
for kids. Your budding chefs will love them!
Wolff Educational Services Camper mom Karen Wolff and her team provide a variety of
services to learners and their families to help them on the path to success!
Kids Collaborative Our own head counsellor Steph Levy and CWP Alum Dani Seligman
facilitate a collaborative and personalized approach to supporting your child. Coaching,
tutoring, consulting, they do it all!
FITNESS
Samantha Bederman Yoga Intimate yoga sessions with a disciplined and anatomical approach
from CWP alum and camper mom Sam Bederman!
BEATBOX Sammy Kronick’s amazing Boxing Studio was open for 3 weeks before COVID
struck. Now offering private/group training virtually and counting down the days until reopening!

FUN STUFF!
Century3 Lindsay Movie Theatre Camper dad Stephen Podolsky’s Lindsay theatre operates
with stringent Covid protocols, showing new releases and awesome classics! Just over an hour
from the city, it’s a great weekend adventure once lockdown is over!

The Doodle Roll Oversized (and reusable!) personalized colouring roll from camper
mom Michele Alter!
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JEWELLERY & ACCESSORIES

STRANDS by Sharna Custom pieces, make your own kits, masks, jewellery and other
accessories! From CWP alum and camper mom Sharna Gitalis.
TIARY Be your own designer and create unique, made-to-order jewellery! From CWP
alum and camper mom Suzanne Farb.
Lux Links 18K gold-plated multi-functional mask chains that can also be used with
sunglasses or doubled up as an everyday necklace! From CWP alum Lexi (Mitz) Lazer.
Lexie’s Layers of Love Started by camper Lexie Zeitz, Lexie’s Layers of Love sells
custom designed mask chains, necklaces and bracelets and donates all of her
proceeds to Ve’ahavta! So far she has raised over $3,000!
Love That Name Custom jewellery, each piece is personalized and handmade with
love from camper mom Sasha Magen!

HOME & DESIGN
Collective Studio CWP Alum Alana Firestone and her partner Jordy Beale run a full service
interior design firm – you can see their amazing work at BEATBOX!
Wamo Wash CWP Alum David Stone and his powerwashing team specialise in refreshing your
outdoor space – driveways, courts, furniture, windows – they do it all!
Ridgecrest Developments Ltd. Camper dad Adam Wolff and his team specialise in commercial
and residential renovation and construction. Check out their site for beautiful examples of their
work.
Melanie Budovitch Logan and Marlee’s mom is an agent with ReMax.

PETS
Barking Along Dog walking, boarding and care from one of Toronto’s most experienced
groups! Started by Dylan Green’s mom Lili!
Mamachas Dog Treats Delicious homemade dog treats (Rudy loves them!) from CWP alum
and camper mom Jen Vilner!
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GIFTS
Something Personalized Monogrammed gifts for everyone! From CWP alum Carly Goldberg.
The Box Toronto Toronto’s hottest new gift box full of delicious desserts from the best suppliers
in the city! From CWP alum Gen Ram.
Black’s Jewels Jewellery, apparel, Judaica, home products – they have it all! From CWP alum
and camper parent Tracey Black.

Amy Designs is making customized products! Whether it be Starbucks cups, t-shirts,
mugs or masks - camper mom Amy Greenberg’s got it all!
SUSTAINABLE LIVING AND HEALTH
At Home with Dom From CWP Alum Sam Fairbloom! Dom creates safe and organic products
so you can create a sanitary sanctuary anywhere!
SENIORS
Caregiver Services Ltd. Founded by camper dad David Bernstein, Caregiver Services provides
full-time and live-in care for seniors, with a priority on respecting and dignifying the lives their
clients have lived and maximizing their quality of life at all times.
ORIGINAL ART
Jasmine Plumley Art CWP Alum and Kiwi section head extraordinaire Jasmine Plumley is
creating beautiful paintings, original custom-designed paddles, holiday wreaths and other
works of art!

The Claymonger CWP alum Maria Woolley has taken her passion for Pottery that was
ignited at CWP and turned it into a business! For all our alumni in the UK, she will be
shipping in 2021!

A Message from the CWP Office
From all of us, to all of you: Wishing you all the best for a happy and
healthy 2021 full of friends, laughter, joy, and CAMP!
Love,
Adam, Dana, Jesse, Sammy, Jen O, Jay, Anthony and Steph

